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Correlations between different partitions
of quantum systems play a central role
in a variety of many-body quantum sys-
tems, and they have been studied exhaus-
tively in experimental and theoretical re-
search. Here, we investigate dynamical
correlations in the time evolution of mul-
tiple parts of a composite quantum sys-
tem. A rigorous measure to quantify cor-
relations in quantum dynamics based on
a full tomographic reconstruction of the
quantum process has been introduced re-
cently [A´. Rivas et al., New Journal of
Physics, 17(6) 062001 (2015).]. In this
work, we derive a lower bound for this cor-
relation measure, which does not require
full knowledge of the quantum dynamics.
Furthermore we also extend the correla-
tion measure to multipartite systems. We
directly apply the developed methods to
a trapped ion quantum information pro-
cessor to experimentally characterize the
correlations in quantum dynamics for two-
and four-qubit systems. The method pro-
posed and demonstrated in this work is
scalable, platform-independent and appli-
cable to other composite quantum systems
and quantum information processing ar-
chitectures. We apply the method to esti-
mate spatial correlations in environmental
noise processes, which are crucial for the
performance of quantum error correction
procedures.
∗These authors contributed equally to this work.
1 Introduction
Correlations play a central role in quantum
physics. A wide range of quantum effects in-
cluding apparently disconnected topics, such as
Bell inequalities or quantum phase transitions,
can be analyzed by considering correlations. In
most of the cases these correlations refer to those
shared between different parties of a multipar-
tite quantum state, i.e. describing the statis-
tics of a system’s observables at a given time.
These correlations, both classical and quantum,
have been extensively studied, quantified, and
classified (see for instance [1–3]). A different
kind of correlations, subject of less attention, are
dynamical correlations. These account for the
fact that the dynamics of one part of a system
may not be statistically independent from the
dynamics of the other parts. Dynamical cor-
relations in quantum systems are the basis of
many phenomena ranging from super-radiance
[4] over super-decoherence [5] to sub-radiance [6]
in atomic gases. Furthermore, the study of dy-
namical correlations is of central importance in
various research areas, such as e.g. photosyn-
thesis and excitation transfer dynamics [7–12],
driven-dissipative phase transitions [13–17] and
quantum metrology [18].
In the context of quantum information, the
treatment of spatial correlations is highly impor-
tant, but usually limited to the extreme cases
of either completely uncorrelated noise with an
independent noise source for each qubit, or com-
pletely correlated noise modeled by a single noise
source with equal strength on all qubits [19]. One
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consequence of the latter type of correlations are
decoherence-free subspaces [20–24], which can be
exploited in quantum information processing to
extend the storage time of quantum states in
noisy systems. Understanding and quantifying
these dynamical correlations is highly relevant
for the performance of quantum error correction
protocols [19], as correlated errors can undermine
the fault-tolerant operation of quantum error cor-
recting procedures [25]. Here, theory studies fo-
cusing on spatially correlated noise [26–32] have
shown that in particular the distance-dependence
of correlated noise can be crucial as to whether
or not modified versions of the threshold the-
orem [33, 34] do hold. It is crucial that not
only the noise strength is below a critical value,
but also that (unwanted) interactions between
qubits decay sufficiently quickly with increas-
ing distance. In order to assess whether or not
these conditions are met in experimental quan-
tum processors, theoretically well-founded and
practically applicable methods to characterize
the strength as well as the distance-dependence
of spatial correlations are required. Such tools
become particularly important in scalable quan-
tum information processing architectures: There,
it is forseeable that the noise environment will
not be fully correlated in processors consisting
of multiple smaller units that are interconnected
by quantum channels. Noisy connection chan-
nels may introduce spatial correlations in the sys-
tem’s dynamics. Similar considerations apply in
distributed quantum systems that are intercon-
nected by flying qubits.
Recently, we proposed and explored a mea-
sure to rigorously quantify dynamical correla-
tions [35]. Inspired by the metrics that can be
employed to quantify the amount of correlations
within quantum states, a method to quantify dy-
namical correlations from tomographic data was
proposed with the following features:
1. It is a normalized quantity that is zero if
and only if the dynamics are uncorrelated.
In particular, it is constructed in terms of
an information measure and does not rely
on any assumptions or a priori knowledge of
the underlying dynamics.
2. The quantifier introduces a hierarchy of
quantum dynamics by enforcing a partial or-
der relation between dynamics, i.e. a way to
quantitatively compare whether one bipar-
tite dynamic is more or less correlated (with
respect to the evolution of its parts) than
another. This partial ordering is known as a
fundamental law of a resource theory [1, 36–
42]. This law states that the amount of cor-
relations of some given dynamics cannot in-
crease by adding uncorrelated dynamics to
it, i.e. a process for the quantifier equals
zero. This ordering property for the amount
of dynamical correlations is analogous to the
fundamental law in the resource theory of
entanglement [1, 3]. There, it refers to the
fact that entanglement cannot increase un-
der application of local operations and clas-
sical communication (LOCC).
3. The measure establishes a rigorous theoret-
ical framework that allows for a definition
and the study of maximally correlated dy-
namics and the properties that such dynam-
ics need to fulfill [35]. Again, the concept of
maximally correlated dynamics is analogous
to the one of maximally entangled states in
the resource theory of entanglement.
Whereas the proposed quantifier for dynamical
correlations [35] allows one to study correlated
dynamics in a variety of contexts, its general ap-
plicability comes at the price of requiring full
knowledge of the quantum dynamics. Experi-
mentally, this requires quantum process tomog-
raphy of the full system which is only feasible in
small-scale systems, and has been experimentally
demonstrated for up to three qubits [43], and
quickly becomes impractical for quantum sys-
tems of larger size. Within this work, we there-
fore derive a efficiently measurable lower bound
of the quantifier applicable also to larger systems.
By applying the quantifier to a two-qubit
trapped-ion quantum information processor the
amount of correlations is extracted from a recon-
structed process matrix. Furthermore the quan-
tifier’s lower bound is determined for dynamics
in systems consisting of four trapped-ion qubits.
We investigate in detail the noise dynamics and
its correlations for different physical encodings
of the qubits that lead to different correlation
characteristics. Our findings underline the im-
portance of experimentally informed choices of
qubit encodings in the presence of spatially corre-
lated noise in the context of quantum computing
and quantum error correction.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the measurement of
I¯ in a composite system S. At the beginning of the
protocol subsystems S1 and S2 are maximally entangled
with S′1 and S′2, respectively. The dynamics of interest
is subsequently acting on S and leaves the whole system
in a product state or a correlated state with respect to
S1S′1|S2S′2 depending on the amount of correlations in
the dynamics.
The presented work is structured as follows:
In Sec. 2 we introduce and review the correlation
measure proposed in [35]. We present the deriva-
tion of a lower bound of the measure in Sec. 3,
followed by a generalization to multipartite sys-
tems in Sec. 4. Finally, we present an investiga-
tion of noise dynamics in a trapped-ion system
in Sec. 5.
2 Measure for Spatial Correlations in
Quantum Dynamics
In the following we review the correlation mea-
sure suggested in [35], which is based on the
Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphism [44, 45], provid-
ing a one-to-one mapping of the dynamics in a
quantum system to a quantum state of a larger
system. The mathematical construction under-
lying the isomorphism can be summarized as fol-
lows: consider a bipartite system S = S1 ⊗ S2, as
shown in Fig. 1. Then, the idea is to initially
prepare a pair of maximally entangled states∣∣ψ+〉 = 1√
d
∑d−1
k=0 |kk〉 between every part S1 and
S2 with two respective ancilla systems S′1 and S′2
of the same dimension,
|ΦSS′〉 ≡
∣∣∣ψ+〉
S1S′1
∣∣∣ψ+〉
S2S′2
= 1
d
d−1∑
k=0
|kk〉
d−1∑
l=0
|ll〉 ,
(1)
where d is the dimension of the subsystems S1
and S2, assumed to be the same for both of
them for simplicity. Then the part S = S1 ⊗ S2
of the state |ΦSS′〉 evolves according to a dynam-
ical process that is given by the map ES, and
which leaves the part S′ = S′1 ⊗ S′2 unperturbed.
After the evolution, the final Choi-Jamio lkowski
state ρCJS = ES ⊗ 1S′1S′2(|ΦSS′〉〈ΦSS′ |) is a product
state with respect to the bipartition S1S′1|S2S′2,
ρCJS = ρS1S′1 ⊗ ρS2S′2 , if and only if the dynamics
are uncorrelated, ES = ES1 ⊗ ES2 . This result
follows from the one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the map ES and ρCJS . In contrast, if the
process on the composite system is correlated,
then the resulting state ρCJS is correlated as well.
A quantifier I¯ which suitably reflects the amount
of correlations in ρCJS and thus in the process ES
is the quantum mutual information [46], given by
the following definition:
I¯(ES) := 14 log d
[
S
(
ρCJS |S1S′1
)
+ S
(
ρCJS |S2S′2
)
− S(ρCJS )
]
, (2)
with S(·) = −Tr[(·) log(·)] the von Neumann en-
tropy evaluated for ρCJS and the reduced den-
sity operators ρCJS |S1S′1 := TrS2S′2
(
ρCJS
)
and
ρCJS |S2S′2 := TrS1S′1
(
ρCJS
)
.
Leaving aside the normalization factor 14 log d ,
this quantifier can be intuitively understood as
the amount of information that is needed to dis-
tinguish the actual dynamics ES from the individ-
ual dynamics of its parts ES1 ⊗ES2 [47]. Namely,
the information that is lost when ES1 ⊗ ES2 is
taken as an approximation of ES. The normalized
quantity I¯ ∈ [0, 1] quantifies this information rel-
ative to the maximum value it can take on all
possible processes.
Furthermore, I¯ fulfills the equation
I¯ [(LS1 ⊗ LS2)(ES)(RS1 ⊗RS2)] ≤ I¯(ES) (3)
for all local dynamical maps LS1 , LS2 , RS1 , and
RS2 that might act before and after the ac-
tual, possibly correlated dynamics ES [35]. Equa-
tion (3) states that the amount of correlations
of the dynamics ES cannot increase by composi-
tion with uncorrelated maps. In other words, if
a process is a composition of a correlated and an
uncorrelated part, the amount of correlations in
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the composition has to be equal or smaller than
the amount of correlation that is inherent to the
correlated part. In fact, this is the fundamental
law of the resource theory of correlated dynam-
ics [35], where the correlations are considered as
a resource, and the operations which do not in-
crease the amount of this resource are uncorre-
lated maps.
For clarity, we remark that the use of an
ancilla system S′ is underlying the mathemat-
ical construction of the isomorphism, but is
not required in an experimental determination
of I¯. Rather than reconstructing the Choi-
Jamio lkowski state ρCJS from quantum state to-
mography on the enlarged system SS′, one can
equivalently determine ρCJS by reconstructing the
dynamics ES by means of quantum process to-
mography on the physical system S [48]. Due
to the Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphism in both
cases the number of real parameters to determine
(4N (4N−1)) is the same and grows exponentially
with the number of qubits. In the following sec-
tions we therefore provide alternative strategies
to estimate I¯ avoiding full tomography.
3 Lower Bound to I¯
A lower estimate for I¯ can be obtained by per-
forming correlation measurements on the subsys-
tems S1 and S2. Our central result is that the
normalized quantity I¯(ES) is lower bounded by
I¯(ES) ≥ 18 ln d
C2ρ′(X1, X2)
‖X1‖2‖X2‖2 , (4)
with two local quantum observables X1 and X2
and Cρ′(X1, X2) = 〈X1 ⊗ X2〉ρ′ − 〈X1〉ρ′〈X2〉ρ′ .
ρ′ = ES(ρ) is the evolution of an initial product
state ρ according to the dynamical map ES. Here
‖·‖ denotes the operator norm (the absolute value
of the maximum eigenvalue) and we have taken
the logarithms inside I¯(ES) in Eq. (2) to be binary
logarithms log2 (otherwise the natural logarithm
ln d on the right hand side becomes multiplied by
a different factor).
In order to prove Eq. (4), we use the relation
between the mutual information and the quan-
tum relative entropy I(ρAB) = S(ρAB‖ρA ⊗ ρB)
[49], so that by taking the bipartition A = S1S′1
and B = S2S′2, we rewrite Eq. (2) as
I¯(ES) = 14 log2 d
S
(
ρCJS
∥∥∥ρCJS |S1S′1⊗ρCJS |S2S′2). (5)
Then the fundamental law that composition with
uncorrelated dynamics does not increase the cor-
relatedness of dynamics, as expressed in Eq. (3),
yields the inequality
I¯(ES) ≥ 14 log2 d
S
(
ρ˜CJS
∥∥∥ρ˜CJS |S1S′1⊗ ρ˜CJS |S2S′2). (6)
Here, the state ρ˜CJS = [(ES)(RS1 ⊗RS2)] ⊗
1(|ΦSS′〉〈ΦSS′ |) is obtained by composition of the
dynamics ES with arbitrary local maps RS1 and
RS2 , i.e. maps that act only locally on S1 and
S2, respectively. Now, monotonicity of the rela-
tive entropy with respect to the partial trace [46]
leads to the bound for the correlation measure
I¯(ES) ≥ 14 log2 d
S
(
ρ˜CJS |S
∥∥∥ρ˜CJS |S1 ⊗ ρ˜CJS |S2). (7)
The trace over the subsystem S′ on the Choi-
Jamio lkowski state yields
ρ˜CJS |S : = TrS′ {[(ES)(RS1 ⊗RS2)]⊗ 1(|ΦSS′〉〈ΦSS′ |)}
= (ES)(RS1 ⊗RS2)
(
1
d2
)
= ES(ρS1 ⊗ ρS2) = ρ′. (8)
where the local maps RS1 and RS2 are chosen
such that ρS1,S2 := RS1,S2(1d ). Moreover, since
ρ˜CJS |S1,S2 = TrS2,S1 [ES(ρS1 ⊗ ρS2)] := ρ′S1,S2 , we
write Eq. (7) as
I¯(ES) ≥ 14 log2 d
S(ρ′‖ρ′S1 ⊗ ρ′S2). (9)
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the measurement of
the lower bound of I¯. The system is prepared in a sep-
arable state ρ = ρS1 ⊗ ρS2 and correlations of the ob-
servables X1 and X2 are measured after the evolution.
Now we use the quantum Pinsker inequality [50]
S(ρ‖σ) ≥ 12 ln 2‖ρ− σ‖
2
1, (10)
where the relative entropy is measured in bits, ρ
and σ are density matrices and the trace norm is
‖A‖1 = Tr
√
A†A. Thus, we obtain
I¯(ES) ≥ 18(log2 d)(ln 2)‖ρ
′ − ρ′S1 ⊗ ρ′S2‖21
= 18 ln d‖ρ′ − ρ′S1 ⊗ ρ′S2‖21. (11)
Finally, by considering two arbitrary observables
on S1 and S2, X1 and X2 respectively, the in-
equality ‖A‖1 ≥ Tr(AB)‖B‖ implies:
I¯(ES) ≥ 18 ln d
{
Tr[X1 ⊗X2(ρ′ − ρ′S1 ⊗ ρ′S2)]
‖X1 ⊗X2‖
}2
= 18 ln d
C2ρ′(X1, X2)
‖X1‖2‖X2‖2 . (12)
Therefore the inequality from Eq. (4) is recov-
ered. This result is useful because it allows us to
estimate a lower bound of the amount of dynam-
ical correlation only by preparing product states
and measuring correlation functions. Specifically,
the measurement protocol, also shown in Fig. 2,
is as follows:
1. State preparation: The bipartite system
is initially prepared in a product state ρ =
ρS1 ⊗ ρS2 .
2. Evolution: The state ρ evolves accordingly
to the dynamical map ES to some state ρ′ =
ES(ρ).
3. Measurement: Correlation measurements
of two local quantum observables X1 and X2
are carried out, Cρ′(X1, X2) = 〈X1⊗X2〉ρ′−
〈X1〉ρ′〈X2〉ρ′ .
Of course, the tightness of the inequality de-
pends on the choice of X1 and X2, so in practice
Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the multipartite cor-
relation measure. (A) Choi-Jamio lkowski representation
of the dynamics. The system is prepared in a product of
maximally entangled states of 2M parties {Sj |S′j} and
the dynamics affect only the subsystems Sj . If and only if
the dynamics are correlated, the bipartitions {SiS′i|SjS′j}
will be entangled, yielding a nonzero I¯. (B) Schematic
depiction of the procedure to estimate a lower bound of
I¯. There, the system is prepared in a separable state
ρS1⊗ρS2 · · ·⊗ρSM and correlations in the dynamics ap-
pear as correlations C (see page 4) in a measurement of
the observables Xj .
one has to make a well informed choice of ob-
servables, taking into account prior information
about the system. Typically, one would choose
observables that are orthogonal to the dominant
noise operator in the system. However there is
no simple and universal recipe to determine the
observables giving the tightest lower bound. In
particular, note that finding non-vanishing val-
ues of the lower bound as given by Eq. (4) allows
one to reveal unexpected dynamical correlations
if suitable observables have been estimated in any
experiment.
4 Extension to multipartite systems
The approach to measure and estimate bipar-
tite correlations can be extended to the multi-
partite case. In this situation, one has to specify
what kind of correlations are the matter of inter-
est. For instance, one may be interested in the
amount of correlations shared between two par-
ties of the system or between all parties. Figure 3
illustrates a generic situation where correlations
among all systems are investigated.
For definiteness, suppose we consider the total
amount of correlations, i.e. the amount of corre-
lations shared by all parties (other cases can be
analyzed in a similar manner). In that case, if the
system S has M parties S1, S2, . . . ,SM , we intro-
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duce respective ancillary systems S′1, S′2, . . . ,S′M
and prepare a collection of M maximally entan-
gled states between S1 and S′1, S2 and S′2, etc.
[see Fig. 3(A)]. The dynamics are then applied
on the system S we want to study. The amount
of total normalized correlations in the dynamics
can be assessed by
I¯(ES) := 12M log dS
(
ρCJS
∥∥∥ρCJS |S1S′1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ρCJS |SMS′M)
:= 12M log d
{[
M∑
i=1
S
(
ρCJS |SiS′i
)]
− S
(
ρCJS
)}
, (13)
where ρCJS |SiS′i = Tr{∀Sj 6=iS′j 6=i}(ρCJS ).
The lower bound for the multipartite setting
can be applied as shown in Fig. 3(B), by measur-
ing correlations. Mathematically the same steps
as in the bipartite case [see Eq. (4)] can be ap-
plied, resulting in
I¯(E) ≥ 14M ln d
C2ρ′(X1, . . . , XM )
‖X1‖2 . . . ‖XM‖2 . (14)
Here, ρ′ is the joint state after the evolution of
an initial product state, X1, . . . , XM are local ob-
servables for the parties S1, . . . ,SM , respectively,
and
Cρ′(X1, . . . , XM ) = 〈X1 . . . XM 〉ρ′ − 〈X1〉ρ′ . . . 〈XM 〉ρ′ . (15)
This multipartite bound makes investigating
correlation dynamics accessible in systems that
are too large for full quantum process tomogra-
phy, as the number of measurements increases
only linearly compared to an exponential scaling
for full quantum process tomography.
5 Application to experiments
In the following, we study the dynamics of spatial
correlations of noise processes in a trapped ion
quantum information processor [51]. In Sec. 5.1
we analyze the temporal development of the spa-
tial correlation estimator I¯ to determine the de-
gree of spatial correlations in a two-qubit register.
For this, we perform full quantum process tomog-
raphy on qubit registers with varying degree of
correlations which yields following behaviour:
a) Fully correlated noise enables decoherence
free subspaces (DFS) [52] and thus the corre-
lation quantifier increases with decoherence,
eventually reaching a steady state for times
larger than the single qubit coherence time
when all single qubit coherences have van-
ished but coherences in the DFS survive. For
purely dephasing noise the saturation value
is I¯ = 0.125 (see Appendix).
b) Partially correlated dynamics do not feature
a full DFS and thus also, after an initial
stage of increasing spatial correlations, the
correlations will vanish in the limit of infi-
nite waiting times. More precisely, the cor-
relations will start to decrease when the in-
dividual constituents of the imperfect DFS
suffer substantial dephasing.
c) For uncorrelated dynamics the quantifier
should not detect any statistically significant
correlations.
In 5.2 we utilize the lower bound to I¯ to char-
acterize dynamics in a system consisting of four
qubits. Initially, we investigate the two-body cor-
relators as a function of qubit distance in the
register. Following that, we investigate the four-
body spatial correlations for different qubit en-
codings.
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In the experimental platform used to imple-
ment the two protocols each qubit is encoded in
the 4S1/2 and 3D5/2 states of a single 40Ca+ ion
of a string of ions trapped in a macroscopic linear
Paul trap [51]. Doppler cooling of the ion crystal
is performed on a short-lived cycling transition
between the 4S1/2 and the 4P1/2 levels, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4. The same transition is used to
detect the qubit state via the electron shelving
scheme [51]. Two additional repumping lasers
ensure that the ion does not get trapped in a
dark state and enable resetting from the long-
lived 3D5/2 state. A more detailed description of
the toolset and the experimental setup used can
be found in [51].
To manipulate the state of the qubit two dif-
ferent laser beams are used: A global beam effec-
tively illuminates all ions in the chain with equal
power and allows rotations on the Bloch sphere of
all qubits simultaneously. Therefore interactions
of the following form are possible:
Rφ(θ) = e−i
θ
2Sφ , (16)
where Sφ =
∑N
i=0(σ
(i)
x cosφ+σ(i)y sinφ) with σ(i)x,y
being single-qubit Pauli matrices acting on qubit
i.
To perform local operations on single qubits an
addressed beam is available. This tightly focused
beam is steered along the ion chain via an electro-
optical deflector. By driving the qubit transition
on resonance or in a detuned way, two types of
rotations can be realised:
R
(j)
φ (θ) =e
−i θ2 (σ
(j)
x cosφ+σ
(j)
y sinφ)
and
S(j)z (θ) = e−i
θ
2σ
(j)
z .
(17)
With this control toolset at hand we are able to
prepare the qubits in the required initial state,
encode them in different Zeeman sublevels and
perform quantum process tomography.
The degree of noise correlations between indi-
vidual qubits can be tuned by encoding them in
Zeeman states with differing magnetic field sus-
ceptibility. In 40Ca+, there exist multiple pos-
sibilities to encode a qubit in the Zeeman levels
of the 4S1/2 and 3D5/2 states as shown in Fig. 4.
The susceptibility of the qubits to the magnetic
field ranges from -2.80 MHz/G to +3.36 MHz/G,
which allows us to tune not only the coherence
time of the individual qubits but also the corre-
lations between qubits, when magnetic field fluc-
tuations are the dominant noise source. Un-
derstanding the dephasing dynamics, and in par-
ticular noise correlations, in registers containing
qubits in different encodings is essential in the
context of error mitigation and quantum error
correction: this understanding will be needed to
determine the viability of an approach to build,
e.g. functional logical qubits, in complementary
approaches either based on the use of spectro-
scopic decoupling of ion qubits, as compared to,
e.g., shuttling-based protocols [53].
5.1 Determining the degree of spatial correla-
tion
In the following we consider dephasing dynam-
ics that is caused by a magnetic field acting on a
string of two ions. The various qubit-states have
different susceptibility to magnetic field fluctua-
tions, given by the Lande´ g factors gi of the in-
volved Zeeman substates. The phase that qubit
i accumulates during the time evolution is
φi(t) =
∫ t
0
dτB(τ)µbgi
with the magnitude of the magnetic field B(τ)
and the Bohr magneton µb. The magnetic field
fluctuations are modeled by multiple random im-
plementations of B(t). The time evolution for a
single implementation can then be expressed as:
U = e−iφ1(σz1+gσz2). (18)
with the ratio of the Lande´ factors g = g2/g1. In
order to estimate the dynamics under a dephas-
ing decay, one needs to average the evolution over
many noise realizations with random phases. A
detailed analysis of the expected decay for qubits
with different susceptibility to magnetic fields is
given in the Appendix, Sec. A.
In the experiment we are investigating the fol-
lowing qubit configurations that implement de-
phasing and spontaneous decay dynamics:
a) Configuration 1: For the realiza-
tion of maximally correlated dephas-
ing dynamics, both qubits are en-
coded in the
∣∣∣4S1/2,mS = −1/2〉 and∣∣∣3D5/2,mS = −5/2〉 states. This encoding
is referred to as encoding A hereinafter, and
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corresponds to the green markers in Fig. 4.
Both qubits have a susceptibility to the
magnetic field of -2.80 MHz/G, leading to
identical susceptibility coefficients (g = 1)
(see Eq. (18)).
b) Configuration 2: To introduce an asym-
metric dephasing dynamics, one qubit is
encoded in A and the second is en-
coded in the states
∣∣∣3D1/2,mS = −1/2〉 and∣∣∣3D5/2,mS = −5/2〉 respectively. This en-
coding is referred to as encoding B here-
inafter, and corresponds to the blue mark-
ers in Fig. 4. Their different susceptibilities
to magnetic field noise of -2.80 MHz/G and
+3.36 MHz/G introduce unequal dephasing
and therefore affect correlations between the
qubits, corresponding to the susceptibility
coefficients (g = −0.83).
c) Configuration 3: Uncorrelated dynamics
can be engineered by introducing sponta-
neous decay. In this scenario, both qubits
are encoded in Encoding A. A laser pulse
resonant with the 3D5/2 ↔ 4P3/2 transition
at 854 nm shortens the effective lifetime of
the exited state by inducing a spontaneous
decay to the 4S1/2,mS = −1/2 level via the
3P3/2,mS = −3/2 level. This pump pro-
cess implements an uncorrelated noise pro-
cess that can be modeled as spontaneous de-
cay. The effective lifetime depends on the
laser power and is in our case set to be
Tspont = 7(1)µs.
The system size of two qubits allows us to per-
form full process tomography to estimate the cor-
relation measure I¯ (see Eq. (2)). In our platform
for full process tomography in anN qubit system,
12N measurement settings, each providing 2N−1
measurements, are required. The amplitude of
the magnetic field fluctuations is non-stationary
as it depends on the entire laboratory environ-
ment which cannot be controlled accurately. We
engineer a stationary magnetic field noise as the
dominating noise source (a situation where laser
and magnetic field noise have to be taken into ac-
count is described in the Appendix). Thus we can
control the single qubit coherence time as shown
in Fig. 5. The stationary magnetic field noise
is engineered by applying a white-noise current
to the coils that generate the magnetic field at
Figure 4: Level scheme of 40Ca+. The green and blue
squares and circles indicate different qubit encodings,
denoted A and B, respectively. Squares are marking the
qubit state |1〉 whereas the state |0〉 is highlighted with
circles. The corresponding frequency shifts of the tran-
sitions caused by the magnetic field are -2.80 MHz/G
and +3.36 MHz/G for the qubits marked with green and
blue symbols respectively. For configuration 1 described
in the enumeration in the main text for both qubits the
encoding marked in green is used. The asymmetry in
scenario 2 is introduced by encoding one of the qubits in
in the states illustrated in blue. For the third configura-
tion both qubits again use the encoding marked in green
and the spontaneous decay from |0〉 to |1〉 is enhanced.
the ions’ positions. We set the noise amplitude
such that the coherence time of the qubit encoded
in
∣∣∣4S1/2,mS = −1/2〉 and ∣∣∣3D5/2,mS = −5/2〉
is reduced from 59(3) ms to 1.98(7) ms. The in-
crease of magnetic field noise by a factor of ≈ 30
ensures that laser phase noise is negligible. From
the measured data, a process matrix is recon-
structed using an iterative Maximum Likelihood
method (see Ref. [48]) that ensures trace preser-
vation and positivity of the process matrix.
The estimated quantifier for spatial correla-
tions as defined in Eq. (2) I¯ is shown in Fig. 6
for the decoherence processes of the different con-
figurations described above. These processes are
described by an exponential decay and show dif-
ferent timescales. To compare the data from the
different configurations we express the free evolu-
tion time in units of the respective decay times τ .
The temporal development of I¯ is studied for evo-
lution times of up to 5 times the decoherence time
for configurations 1 and 2 and up to 1.6 times the
lifetime for configuration 3, as the differences in
the dynamics of different correlation strength are
most pronounced on those timescales.
It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the symmetric
configuration (Configuration 1), depicted with
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Figure 5: Coherence decay of the qubit in encoding A
without (blue triangles) and with (green circles) addi-
tional magnetic field noise.
blue triangles and labeled with ”sym.”, shows
the highest degree of correlations that reaches
a steady state for long evolution times. The
correlations converge to a saturation value of
11.2(8) %, which is in agreement with the the-
oretical value of 12.5 % (as expected in the limit
of perfectly correlated dephasing) within 2 stan-
dard deviations (see Appendix).
Measurements using the asymmetric con-
figuration (Configuration 2), depicted with
green circles and labeled with ”asym.”, show sim-
ilar dynamics to the symmetric setting for times
up to twice the coherence time. For longer evo-
lution times, however, a significant decrease in
correlations is observed as no DFS is available in
the system.
The third investigated scenario (Configura-
tion 3) implementing engineered uncorrelated
dynamics by adding spontaneous decay, is de-
picted with red diamonds. The correlations do
not exceed a value of 3.1(6) % in this case. This
is significantly lower than the maximum of I¯ for
fully and partially correlated dephasing dynam-
ics.
The blue shaded area in the figure shows simu-
lated results where random phase fluctuations are
acting on a two-qubit system. From the resulting
output state of the simulation we generate data
including projection noise and the same analysis
as for the experimental data is performed. To
simulate the asymmetric configuration the ap-
plied random phase fluctuations are acting on
the qubit weighted according to the different sus-
ceptibilities to the magnetic field. For the simu-
lation of uncorrelated spontaneous emission, in-
0 1 2 3 4 5
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14
16
18
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uncorrel.
Figure 6: Dynamics of the spatial correlation quanti-
fier I¯ for different qubit encodings. Three cases are
depicted: Both qubits encoded in
∣∣4S1/2,mS = −1/2〉
↔ ∣∣3D5/2,mS = −5/2〉 (green triangles), one qubit en-
coded in
∣∣4S1/2,mS = −1/2〉 ↔ ∣∣3D5/2,mS = −5/2〉
and
∣∣3D1/2,mS = −1/2〉 ↔ ∣∣3D5/2,mS = −5/2〉
(blue circles) and both qubits subject to uncorrelated
dynamics via spontaneous decay (red diamonds). The
horizontal axis is normalized to the coherence time for
the first two cases and to the decay time for the third
case. Results from a Monte Carlo based simulation with
500 samples are depicted with shaded areas in the cor-
responding color.
stead of phase fluctuations, probabilistic, uncor-
related quantum jump trajectories of the indi-
vidual qubits are simulated. A more detailed de-
scription of the simulation can be found in the
Appendix. There is qualitative agreement be-
tween simulations and measurements, but still
there are significant deviations, especially in the
case of uncorrelated dynamics, of up to approxi-
mately 4σ. We assume that this overestimation
of the spatial correlations in the system dynam-
ics by the quantifier is due to miscalibration and
drifts of experimental parameters. For instance a
mismatch between the actual and the calibrated
Rabi frequency would lead to additional corre-
lated errors during the process tomography. This
effect is best visible for Configuration 3, where
the dynamics are expected to show no correla-
tions at all.
5.2 Spatial correlations in multi-qubit systems
Due to the exponential scaling of the number of
measurement settings for a single full process to-
mography an analysis for a four qubit system
would take about 24 hours per waiting time set-
ting and configuration in our system. Therefore,
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the feasible method to investigate correlations is
based on the provided lower bound for the corre-
lation measure as described in Sec. 4. For these
experiments, the free-evolution time is fixed to
10 ms, approximately corresponding to 5 times
the coherence time. Inferring from the two-qubit
measurements, this evolution time renders a re-
liable discrimination of encoding configurations,
leading to differing degrees of correlations, possi-
ble.
First, we investigate the distance dependence
of pairwise spatial correlations along the reg-
ister. For this we evaluate the lower bound
for I¯ (Eq. (14)) between the outermost qubit
and subsequently all other qubits. In a four-
qubit system this corresponds to evaluating the
observables X1Xi, with Xi =
( 0 1
1 0
)
i
acting
on ion i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, yielding the lower bound
I¯LB = 14·2 ln 2 [〈X1Xi〉 − 〈X1〉〈Xi〉]2. By apply-
ing a global pi/2 pulse around the x-axis of the
Bloch sphere R0(pi/2) the system is prepared in
the state |+〉 := 1√
d
∑d
k=1 |k〉, where d = 24
for four ions†. After the preparation the system
undergoes a free evolution. With this prepara-
tion the qubits are in an eigenstate of Xi, the
expectation values of these observables are de-
caying quickly due to the dominant dephasing
caused by the excess magnetic field fluctuations.
Therefore the lower bound of the dynamical cor-
relations is the tightest for this choice of observ-
ables. The data as shown in Fig. 7 indicate that
the spatial correlations do not show any distance
dependence. We compare the measured values by
numerical simulations which are shown as shaded
bars in Fig. 7 (see also Appendix). The measured
values are close to the expected value for a fully
dephased state under perfectly correlated noise
of 4.5% (see Appendix).
We then analyze the spatial correlations as
given by the four-body observable X1X2X3X4.
We investigate three different configurations of
qubit encodings which give rise to different deco-
herence free subspaces:
• Configuration 1: All four qubits encoded
in Encoding A.
• Configuration 2: Qubits 1 and 2 encoded
†In that notation the computational basis is numbered
consecutively, so |1〉 = |0000〉, |2〉 = |0001〉, ..., |16〉 =
|1111〉.
1 2 3
Distance between qubits
0
1
2
3
4
5
I¯ L
B
(%
)
Figure 7: Lower bound for pairwise spatial correlations
in a four-qubit system as a function of the distance (in
terms of ion index difference in the ion string) to qubit
1, depicted with black circles. The corresponding simu-
lations are shown with shaded bars. As all qubits have
the same encoding, the correlations between qubit 1 and
qubit 2, 3 and 4 respectively are the same within error-
bars.
in Encoding A, qubits 3 and 4 encoded in
Encoding B.
• Configuration 3: Qubits 1, 2 and 3 en-
coded in Encoding A, qubit 4 encoded in
Encoding B.
The preparation of the system is the same as
in the measurement of the pairwise correlations,
but after the waiting time, a four qubit state to-
mography measurement is performed. From the
reconstructed density matrix, we estimate the ex-
pectation values of the observables 〈X1〉, 〈X2〉,
〈X3〉, 〈X4〉 and 〈X1X2X3X4〉, where Xi =
( 0 1
1 0
)
i
is a Pauli matrix acting on qubit i. The ex-
perimental results for the lower bound I¯LB =
1
4·4 ln 2 [〈X1X2X3X4〉 − 〈X1〉〈X2〉〈X3〉〈X4〉]2 but
also for the individual expectation values are pre-
sented in Fig. 8. In the left subplot in the top
row the lower bound is plotted in green, blue
and red for the qubit encoding configurations 1,
2 and 3, respectively. The theoretically expected
values from numerical simulations of the micro-
scopic noise are depicted with shaded bars. These
estimated correlations and single-qubit expecta-
tion values lead to a lower bound of 1.66(18) %,
1.05(18) % and 0.84(16) % for the three qubit en-
coding patterns, respectively. These results show
agreement with simulations within 1 standard de-
viation. Note furthermore that in particular the
lower bound value of 1.66(18) % for the first en-
coding pattern in which all four qubits reside in
the Encoding A (Configuration 1) is a signature
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Figure 8: a) Lower bound I¯LB for I¯ for 3 different qubit
encoding configurations described in Section 5.2. b) and
c) show the underlying expectation values from which
I¯LB is calculated. The expected results from numerical
simulations are depicted with shaded bars in the corre-
sponding color.
of the almost perfectly correlated dynamics - it
is close to the theory value predicted for the long
time limit of perfectly correlated dephasing dy-
namics of 1.27 %. In contrast, for two qubits in
Encoding A and two qubits in B (Configuration
2), the observed bound of 1.05(18) % is lower
than for Configuration 1 and to be compared
with the theory value of 0.56 % predicted for the
long time limit (see Appendix). For the asym-
metric Configuration 3 (three qubits in Encoding
A and one in B), one observes with 0.84(16) %
the lowest value of the lower bound. As shown in
the Appendix, theory predicts the lower bound
to fully vanish in the limit of even longer waiting
times.
Instead of performing state tomography the ex-
pectation values necessary to calculate the lower
bound of the correlation quantifier could be mea-
sured directly, leading to a linear scaling of the
number of measurements with the number of
qubits in the worst case. In exchange for the
better scaling the correlation estimation gets vul-
nerable to projection noise. By increasing the
number of repetitions of the experiment this er-
ror source can be reduced to arbitrary low levels.
6 Conclusions and Outlook
We have presented a lower bound for the measure
for correlations of quantum dynamics proposed in
Ref. [35]. We have shown how this lower bound
can be evaluated without full knowledge of the
quantum process and how it can be extended to
multipartite systems. We have applied both the
full measure I¯, which requires full tomographic
information, as well as the lower bound I¯LB to
different electronic qubit encodings in a trapped
ion quantum information processor.
Our experimentally measured values are in
agreement with expected values from theoreti-
cal simulations which are based on a modelling
of the various noise sources for different types of
qubit encoding patterns. For strings of up to four
qubits our measurements confirm that the natu-
ral noise in the quantum processor characterized
in this work is dominated by perfectly correlated
dephasing noise. Notably, both the values of the
exact measure I¯, as obtained from quantum pro-
cess tomography in the two-ion case, as well as
the values of the lower bounds obtained for up
to four ions, clearly reveal that the noise dynam-
ics is no longer perfectly correlated once a subset
of ions is encoded in different electronic states
than the others. Furthermore, the observed val-
ues for I¯ for an asymmetric encoding also reveal
the time scale on which this breaking of the per-
fectly correlated dephasing dynamics takes effect.
This quantitative information is valuable, if one
is e.g. interested in using sets of ion-qubits for
the exploitation of decoherence-free subspaces.
In fact, one of the most intriguing applications
of the correlation measure I¯ is to characterize
noise processes in the context of quantum error
correction. It should be noted that the measure
itself cannot be directly used to assess the influ-
ence of the correlations on a QEC protocol, but
it is able to test a specific noise model and to
furthermore estimate the model’s parameters. In
particular, the measure can be used to experi-
mentally determine the behaviour of correlated
noise as a function of the distance between the
constituent particles. The noise model can then
inform a microscopic model to estimate the QEC
protocol’s performance. This is due to the fact
that the effect of correlations on error correction
procedures depends strongly on the interplay of
the actual form of the spatial correlations. The
correlation measure quantifies the amount of cor-
relations and thus cannot be directly connected
to the threshold of an error correcting code with-
out knowledge of the actual form of the correla-
tions.
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In addition, the exact correlation measure (and
also the lower bound) can be used to certify that
the amount of spatial correlations is reduced in
qubit pairs at positions ri and rj with increasing
distance according to certain scalings: Observing
the way it decreases, e.g. as a powerlaw ∝ |ri −
rj |−α with a sufficiently large exponent α, allows
one then to establish a connection to quantum
error correction protocols. Such decay behaviour
enters error correction protocols as a necessary
condition for the provable existence of a regime
in which the error correcting codes allow for fault-
tolerant quantum computing [26–32].
Complementary, the lower bound is useful to
detect unexpected correlations in systems that
do not allow full process tomography. It should
be noted that the lower bound can be estimated
using data that is taken routinely during system
tune-up, such as Ramsey experiments, in many
different physical quantum information process-
ing architectures. Based on prior knowledge
about the experimental system, one can also de-
sign the measured observable to be sensitive to a
certain kind of errors.
The presented methods can also be applied to
characterize the noise environment in precision
measurements. For example in [54], two spa-
tially separated ions are used for dc magnetome-
try. The authors also investigated the coherence
time of the singlet state as a function of the ion
distance. For short distances (≈ 4µm) the ions
see almost perfectly correlated noise resulting in
no measurable decay (an almost perfect DFS).
For larger ion separation (≈ 6 mm), the coher-
ence time is reduced by at least one order of mag-
nitude, indicating only partially correlated noise.
The spatial correlation measure could be read-
ily applied to this experiment to characterize the
correlations in the noise as a function of ion dis-
tance. The distance of the qubits in the present
work is in the order of 5µm and thus we expect
and observe completely correlated noise.
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A Simulations
It is common to find more than one source of dephasing in ion trap architectures. Here we consider
the case where one type of dephasing is caused by the external and global magnetic field fluctuations
and the other due to the laser frequency fluctuations of the addressing laser source. In particular,
with respect to the contribution from magnetic field fluctuations, it is important to note that trapped
ion qubits encoded in the electronic qubit levels S1/2(mj = −1/2) = |1〉 → D5/2(mj = −1/2) = |0〉
will undergo a different dephasing dynamics than temporarily spectroscopically decoupled (“hidden”)
qubits. Spectroscopical decoupling has been commonly employed e. g. in the context of repetitive
quantum error correction [55], entangling subsets of qubits [56] and quantum teleportation [57].
Here, we consider a string of two ions, the first of which is spectroscopically decoupled, and the
second one residing in the standard qubit subspace. Thus, we effectively consider two ions with a
laser field addressing the second one. The joint state of the ions ρ undergoes the evolution which
corresponds to accumulating random phases,
e−iφB(aσ
z
1+bσz2)e−iφLσ
z
2 , (19)
where φB is due to the global magnetic field fluctuations and φL to frequency fluctuations of the laser
source addressing the second ion. The constants a and b depend on the specific energy levels on each
ion taken into consideration. If those are the same, we have a = b = 1. Denoting by pB(φB) and
pL(φL) the probability distributions for φB and φL, respectively, we have the noisy dynamics
E(ρ) =
∫
dφBpB(φB)
∫
dφLpL(φL)[e−iφB(aσ
z
1+bσz2)e−iφLσ
z
2 ]ρ[eiφB(aσz1+bσz2)eiφLσz2 ]. (20)
We can write
e−iφBaσ
z
1 = cos(aφB)− i sin(aφB)σz1 , (21)
e−i(bφB+φL)σ
z
2 = cos(bφB + φL)− i sin(bφB + φL)σz2 , (22)
so that
e−iφBaσ
z
1e−i(bφB+φL)σ
z
2 = cos(aφB) cos(bφB + φL)
− i sin(aφB) cos(bφB + φL)σz1
− i cos(aφB) sin(bφB + φL)σz2
− sin(aφB) sin(bφB + φL)σz1σz2 , (23)
and then
E(ρ) =
∑
α,β=0,...3
χαβGαρGβ, (24)
with G0 = 1⊗1, G1 := σz1 , G2 := σz2 , and G3 := σz1σz2 . The coefficients χαβ form a self-adjoint matrix
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with the following components:
χ00 =
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) cos2(aφB) cos2(bφB + φL),
χ01 =
i
2
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) sin(2aφB) cos2(bφB + φL),
χ02 =
i
2
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) cos2(aφB) sin[2(bφB + φL)],
χ03 = −14
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) sin(2aφB) sin[2(bφB + φL)],
χ11 =
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) sin2(aφB) cos2(bφB + φL),
χ12 =
1
4
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) sin(2aφB) sin[2(bφB + φL)],
χ13 =
i
2
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) sin2(aφB) sin[2(bφB + φL)],
χ22 =
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) cos2(aφB) sin2(bφB + φL),
χ23 =
i
2
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) sin(2aφB) sin2(bφB + φL),
χ33 =
∫ ∫
dφBdφLpB(φB)pL(φL) sin2(aφB) sin2(bφB + φL). (25)
If we consider a Gaussian distribution for every random phase
f(φB) =
1√
2piσB
e
− φ
2
B
2σ2B and f(φL) =
1√
2piσL
e
− φ
2
L
2σ2L , (26)
we obtain χ01 = χ02 = χ13 = χ23 = 0 because of the odd parity of the integrating functions.
As we assumed to have pure dephasing dynamics the Choi-Jamio lkowski state can be written as:
ρCJS = EZ ⊗ 1(|ΦSS′〉〈ΦSS′ |)
= 1
d2
d∑
k,l,m,n=1
αklmn |kl〉 〈mn| ⊗ |kl〉 〈mn|
All diagonal elements are αklkl = 1, and the remaining integrals in Eq. (25) can analytically be
performed, yielding the following components of the Choi-Jamio lkowski state ρCJS :
α1112 = α2122 = χ00 + χ11 − χ22 − χ33 = e−2(b2σ2B+σ2L)
α1121 = α1222 = χ00 − χ11 + χ22 − χ33 = e−2a2σ2B
α1122 = χ00 + 2χ03 − χ11 − 2χ12 − χ22 + χ33 = e−2[(a+b)2σ2B+σ2L]
α1221 = χ00 − 2χ03 − χ11 + 2χ12 − χ22 + χ33 = e−2[(a−b)2σ2B+σ2L]. (27)
This allows us to compute the measure of correlation I¯ from the CJ state. The results are shown in
Fig. 9 for a = ±b, and for a = 1, b = −0.83. For a 6= ±b the amount of correlations has a maximum for
some value of σB and σL = 0, and decays for large σB or σL. In the case of a = ±b, where both systems
have the same susceptibility to magnetic field fluctuations, a maximum value for I¯ of 0.125 is reached
in the limit of σB → ∞ and σL = 0. For the experimental implementations from section 5 enhanced
magnetic field noise, engineered by applying white current noise to coils in the ion’s surrounding,
was added, rendering the laser phase noise described by σL negligible. Therefore, the presented
experimental results correspond to a cut through these 3D figures at σL = 0. Configurations 1 in
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Figure 9: Amount of correlations for a = ±b (left) and a = 1, b = −0.83 (right), as a function of σB and σL.
section 5.1 corresponds to a = b (see left part of Fig. 9). The asymptotic limit of 0.125 is in agreement
with the experimental results in Fig. 6. Configuration 2 is corresponding to ba = −0.83.
To simulate the dynamics of the build-up of space correlations in Fig. 6 a different simulation
method is used: Random phase fluctuations are acting on both qubits, where the experimental
waiting time is corresponding to the width of the phase distribution from which the samples are
drawn. After 1000 realizations of random dephasing dynamics, the resulting density matrix is used
to generate simulated measurement results by calculating expectation values for all combinations of
Pauli operators acting on the two qubits, which correspond to the probabilities to measure a certain
output state. From this set of probabilities measurement results are generated using a multinomial
distribution. We estimate the error arising from this statistical error (projection noise) by performing
100 realizations of the simulation. The methods used to simulate results for the asymmetric
configuration are the same, apart from the fact that the phase fluctuation of random strength is
applied to qubit 1 directly and multiplied by the factor to include the different susceptibilities to the
magnetic field due to the different Lande´ g factors of the included states before acting on qubit 2.
For the simulation of the uncorrelated case a slightly different procedure is used: Instead of random
dephasing, an independent decay to the ground state of the two qubits is applied to reflect the
uncorrelated dynamics due to enhanced spontaneous decay.
Analytical expectations for the long-time limit under dephasing dynamics
4-qubit correlations - It is instructive to consider also the long-time dynamics in the case of
perfectly correlated dephasing dynamics, and the situation in which one is interested in obtaining
the lower bound of the correlation measure. Let us first focus on Configuration 1, in which all four
qubits are encoded in Encoding A. The initial product state of the four qubits, |ψ〉 = |+〉⊗4, can be
written as
|ψ〉 = 14(|ψ0〉+ |ψ4〉) +
1
2(|ψ1〉+ |ψ3〉) +
√
3
8 |ψ2〉 (28)
with the Dicke states |ψj〉 of j = 0 up to j = 4 excitations,
|ψ0〉 = |0000〉 ,
|ψ1〉 = 12(|1000〉+ |0100〉+ |0010〉+ |0001〉),
|ψ2〉 = 1√6(|0011〉+ |0101〉+ |0110〉+ |1001〉+ |1010〉+ |1100〉),
|ψ3〉 = 12(|0111〉+ |1011〉+ |1101〉+ |1110〉),
|ψ4〉 = |1111〉 .
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Under spatially perfectly correlated dephasing, the initial state |ψ〉 evolves for times much longer than
the single-qubit coherence time, but still shorter than the life-time of the metastable qubit state, into
|ψ〉 〈ψ| t→∞−→ 116(|ψ0〉 〈ψ0|+ |ψ4〉 〈ψ4|) +
1
4(|ψ1〉 〈ψ1|+ |ψ3〉 〈ψ3|) +
3
8 |ψ2〉 〈ψ2| , (29)
i.e. the subspaces of a fixed excitation number j are decoherence-free, so that the initial coherences
between basis states within one and the same excitation number j subspace are preserved, whereas
coherences between subspaces of different j and j′ are eventually fully lost. From this it is straight-
forward to see that the single-qubit coherences vanish for all four qubits, 〈Xj〉 = 0. In contrast, the
four-qubit operator X1X2X3X4 has a non-zero expectation value, 〈X1X2X3X4〉 = 3/8, which results
in a lower bound
I¯LB =
1
4 · 4 ln 2 [〈X1X2X3X4〉 − 〈X1〉〈X2〉〈X3〉〈X4〉]
2 = 0.0127. (30)
For Configuration 2 (qubits 1 and 2 encoded in Encoding A, qubits 3 and 4 encoded in Encoding
B) the initial four-qubit state |ψ〉 = |+〉⊗4 will envolve into the density matrix ρ = ρ12 ⊗ ρ34 for long
times. The state of the first and second, and third and fourth qubits, respectively, is given by
ρ12 = ρ34 =
1
4(|00〉 〈00|+ |11〉 〈11|) +
1
2(|Ψ
+〉〈Ψ+|), (31)
Therefore, all four single-qubit coherences vanish, 〈Xj〉 = 0. However, due to the presence of the
component which corresponds to the pair of Bell-states in the partially decohered four-qubit density
matrix, the four-qubit operator X1X2X3X4 has again a non-zero expectation value, 〈X1X2X3X4〉 =
1/4, which in this case leads to
I¯LB =
1
4 · 4 ln 2 [〈X1X2X3X4〉 − 〈X1〉〈X2〉〈X3〉〈X4〉]
2 = 1256 · ln 2 = 0.0056 = 0.56%. (32)
Finally, for Configuration 3, with qubits 1, 2 and 3 encoded in Encoding A, and qubit 4 in Encoding
B, one can show that the initial state |ψ〉 = |+〉⊗4 evolves for long enough times into
ρ =
[1
8 (|000〉 〈000|+ |111〉 〈111|) +
3
8
(∣∣ψ′1〉 〈ψ′1∣∣+ ∣∣ψ′2〉 〈ψ′2∣∣)]
123
⊗ 1214 (33)
with the Dicke-type 3-qubit states∣∣ψ′1〉 = 1√3(|100〉+ |010〉+ |001〉),∣∣ψ′2〉 = 1√3(|110〉+ |101〉+ |011〉).
Since for this state both the single-qubit coherences and 〈X1X2X3X4〉 vanish, one expects a vanishing
spatial correlation measure, I¯LB = 0, in this limit.
2-qubit correlations - Similarly, it is straightforward to obtain the expected behaviour for the long-
time dynamics of two qubits undergoing perfectly correlated dephasing. In this case, the initial state
|ψ〉 = |+〉⊗2 of a pair of qubits evolves for long times into
|ψ〉 〈ψ| t→∞−→ 14(|00〉 〈00|+ |11〉 〈11|) +
1
2(|Ψ
+〉〈Ψ+|), (34)
with the Bell state
∣∣Ψ+〉 = 1√2(|01〉+|10〉). Again, the single-qubit coherences vanish, 〈X1〉 = 〈X2〉 = 0,
whereas the two-qubit operator X1X2 saturates at 〈X1X2〉 = 1/2, resulting in a lower bound for the
two-qubit correlations of
I¯LB =
1
4 · 2 ln 2 [〈X1X2〉 − 〈X1〉〈X2〉]
2 = 0.0451. (35)
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